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Leporello colouring book
Format when folded: 21 x 29.7 cm - Unfolded: 126 x 29.7 cm

Paperback
Pages: 12

Retail price: €9.90

OUR LaTEST SERIES!

Discover The World As You Colour 
with 

Isabelle Simler

Beetles

Stream

Wildflowers

A fold out book that young artists can take wherever they go!



The titles in the  “Discover the world  
as you colour with Isabelle Simler” 
series, Beetles, Wildflowers and 
Stream are leporello  colouring books 
with detailed, delicate renderings of 
creatures and plants in their natural 
environments.

Each booklet includes a black-and-
white colouring page that measures 
more than 120 cm when unfolded.  
On the other side, a vibrant, informative 
section specific to each environment 
nourishes creative minds and curiosity 
about nature.

A format that allows young artists to invest themselves in a long term project and try different approaches



An intimate look at nature!

An immersion in the world of Isabelle Simler, to feed one’s imagination with realistic details!

Children will enjoy exploring Isabelle 
Simler’s singular style and her 
marvelously crafted microcosm, as 
they discover a palette of colours and 
enjoy the freedom to concoct their own 
colourful realms.



Non -fiction picture book
Format: 24 x 27 cm
Hardcover
Pages: 48
Retail price: €19.50

aNImaSCOPE
author: Marie Donzelli  

Illustrator: Marie Gastaut

Animascope combines visually 
arresting graphic images inspired by 
optical art with a host of fun facts about 
the creatures they depict. With its 
simple, clear structure, extraordinary 
illustrations, wealth of factual 
information and playful tone, this book 
appeals to a wide variety of audiences 
and readers of different ages. It also 
raises awareness on ecology, wildlife 
conservation and the need to respect 
others. 

Captivating illustrations!

A picture book that makes learning fun!

A unique vision and depiction of animals!



A picture book unlike any other, for playing, learning and sharing!



Picture book
Format: 23 x 32.5 cm
Hardcover
Pages: 48
Retail price: €22

wHERE wOLvES SING
author: Mickaël El Fathi  

Illustrator:  Odile Santi

A tribute to the harmony between man and beast

A stirring journey through the great 
plains of Mongolia, Where Wolves Sing 
is the poetic tale of a man and a wolf 
who seek to live in peace, side by side. 
The book’s sumptuous, meticulously 
framed illustrations and the cadence 
of its short, beautifully crafted phrases 
perfectly complement one another, 
giving even greater resonance to this 
modern-day legend.

Spectacular illustrations!

An immersion in the wild beauty of nature



An unforgettable journey with the wolves of the Mongolian steppes



Picture book
Format: 23 x 32.5 cm
Hardcover
Pages: 40
Retail price: €20

THE aNT, THE bIRD aND THE 
wIDE, wIDE wORLD
author: Niels Thorez  

Illustrator:  Valérie Michel

A funny, smart picture book!

The Ant, the Bird and the Wide, Wide 
World is the hilarious, timeless tale 
of a pompous, loudmouth ant and its 
encounter with a wise, worldly bird. 
The book’s theatrical tone, biting sense 
of humour, captivating use of colour 
and contemporary visual perspectives 
transform this classic fable into an 
extraordinarily modern tale about 
journeys, new experiences, curiosity 
and openness to the world.

Captivating blocks of colour



A timeless, modern-day fable!



Picture book
Format: 30.5 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover, Italian format
Pages: 48
Retail price: €22

THE aRCHIvES DETECTIvE
author: Nancy Guilbert 

Illustrator: Anna Griot

The charm of ancient papers and old journals!

The Archives Detective offers a 
mesmerizing exploration of a place filled 
with mysterious ancient documents, 
fascinating tidbits of information and 
captivating individuals. Part-fiction, 
part-documentary, this beautifully 
illustrated, meticulously researched 
book embarks readers on a fun, poetic 
adventure through the Archives, a place 
largely neglected in children’s literature 
until now.

A magical treasure hunt!



A fantasy world full of delightful details that will resonate among young and old alike!



Picture book
Format: 16.5 x 24 cm
Hardcover
Pages: 40
Retail price: €19.90

bUbbLES OF LIFE
author: Hélène Romano  

Illustrator: Germain Barthélémy

Essential for talking about a pandemic!

Written by a specialist in child 
trauma, Bubbles of Life explores 
the repercussions of a pandemic 
as seen through the eyes of school-
aged children. Simple and easy to 
read, it underscores the importance 
of verbalizing experiences and 
emotions in order to cope with the 
unprecedented events of recent times.  
An insert provides thoughtful insights 
and guidance for parents looking to 
accompagny their children through 
these difficult times and help them hold 
on to their optimism about the future.

A conversation among and for children

A picture book with a positive outlook!



A simple story with simple illustrations to address the pandemic in a clear fashion!



Exhibition catalogue
Format and content:
The box: 25 x 25 x 6 cm
The book: 64 pages
16.5 x 24 cm
2 double-sided modern posters: 
29.7 x 42 cm
2 double-sided vintage posters: 
23 x 42 cm
10 tarot cards: 70 x 130 mm
Magic wand/poster: 23 x 98 cm
Retail price: €25

maGIC? 
author: various contributors

Magic? is a magnificent box set offering 
a variety of magic paraphernalia, a wealth 
of meticulously researched information 
about the history and practice of magic 
and rich, detailed iconography. Magic? is 
a thorough examination of the different 
aspects of the enigmas of magic through 
the ages.

Beautifully executed iconography!

At the crossroads of science and religion

A coordination of the spectacular, 
the real and the imaginary!



The various items that make up Magic? reveal new facets of the history of magic!



Picture book 
Format: 18.5 x 15 cm
Hardcover
 Pages: 32
Retail price: €9.90

THE COLLECTION
author: Marjolaine Leray

An expression of the power of nature

Julius dwells in The Collection’s 
righthand pages, where everything, like 
the book’s main protagonist, is black 
and white. The book’s lefthand pages 
are filled with the author’s colourful, 
splendid depictions of the jungle. As 
Julius collects wild creatures and 
fills his living room with their vibrant 
hues, he breaks down boundaries, and 
his actions are not without serious 
consequences!

Vibrant images of lush vegetation



Marvelous illustrations to teach children to respect nature



Picture book
Format: 23 x 32.5 cm
Hardcover
Pages: 56
Retail price: €22

Rights sold: 
Simplified Chinese

TOPSy-TURvy
author: Isabelle Simler

Magnificent, naturalistic illustrations!

A ladybug is looking for a safe place 
to lay her eggs. But nature is full of 
surprises, and every time she sets 
down, thinking she’s found the perfect 
spot, she finds herself being shooed 
away by animals hidden in the wildlife 
around her. As Isabelle Simler reveals 
a fascinating host of chameleon-
like insects, young readers will find 
themselves immersed in stunning 
landscapes that are both bucolic and 
disturbing.

A fascinating exploration of insects that camouflage 



The chaotic adventures of a ladybug looking for a new home!



Picture book
Format: 28 x 38 cm
Hardcover
Pages: 48
Retail price: €24

ODILON’S UNDERwORLD
author: Julie Billault

Illustrator: Jean-Charles Baty

Alors qu’il marche en se 

demandant comment remonter, 

une créature immense lui barre la 

route. 

« Encore une rayure et nous 

serons parfaitement invisibles ! » 

se réjouit un bonhomme qui 

peint la créature. 

Rapidement, la peinture est 

sèche, le peintre se met en selle 

sur son grand compagnon. 

, une créature 

le 

L’artiste lui répond alors : « À 
l’ouest, on trouve toujours du 
nouveau. » Puis, ces inséparables 
partent et disparaissent. 

Odilon ne sait pas où est l’ouest mais se dit que leur chemin doit être 
le bon, alors il prend la même direction.

Alors qu’il marche en se demandant 
comment remonter, une créature 
immense lui barre la route. 
« Encore une rayure et nous serons 
parfaitement invisibles ! » se réjouit un 
bonhomme qui peint la créature. 
Rapidement la peinture est sèche, le 
peintre se met en selle sur son grand 
compagnon.

Odilon, intimidé, bégaye quelques 
mots : « Cher voyageurs, sauriez-vous 
quel chemin je dois prendre pour 
rejoindre mon cocon ? »

L’artiste lui répond alors : « À 
l’ouest, on trouve toujours du 
nouveau. » Puis, ces inséparables 
partent et disparaissent. 

Odilon ne sait pas où est l’ouest mais se dit que leur chemin doit être 
le bon, alors il prend la même direction.

Odilon, intimidé, bégaye quelques mots : « Chers voyageurs,  

sauriez-vous quel chemin je dois prendre pour rejoindre mon cocon ? »

L’artiste lui répond alors : « À l’ouest, on trouve toujours du nouveau. » 

Puis, ces inséparables partent et disparaissent.

Odilon ne sait pas où est l’ouest mais se dit que leur chemin doit être le 

bon, alors il prend la même direction.
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A wealth of creative, amusing images

A young duck named Odilon is 
living the good life when one day his 
cocoon breaks open and he falls to 
the ground. Alone in the jungle, he is  
clueless as to how to get back to his 
family and friends in the treetops. 
Presented in a superb large format (28 
x 38 cm), Odilon’s Underworld is the 
fascinating tale of a youngster who 
discovers the world and must figure 
out who he is and find the strength and 
wisdom he needs to grow up.



A fantastic, hilarious tale about growing up



wELCOmE TO OSwaLD!
Célia Garino 

Chiméri’s parents are teachers and they have once again dragged 
her along on a cultural excursion. But Chiméri dawdles so much that 
she ends up getting lost! That’s when she falls into another realm, 
a parallel universe in which she becomes Public Enemy Number 
One. Célia Garino’s novel is filled with fantastic adventures that 
draw on myriad myths and tales for inspiration, including those of 
Homer, Lewis Carroll and Hayao  Miyazaki.

Supernova series • 15 x 22 cm • 224 pages • 9+

SUPERNOva, FICTION FOR REaDERS aGED 9+ 
Our new series of novels deliver powerful identities, true to the spirit 

of Éditions courtes et longues’s original editorial line.

amERICaN DREamER
Antoine Vigne

Living in Texas with his sister at his side, Juan is a young 
undocumented immigrant from Mexico desperately seeking to 
build a future for himself in a country in the throes of an identity 
crisis. In American Dreamer, Antoine Vigne invites readers on a 
breathtaking journey from Texas to California and throughout 
Mexico. 

Ultraviolet series• 15 x 22 cm • 320 pages • 13+

OPEN HEaRT  

Marie-France Zerolo 
Élisabeth Benoit-Morelli

Boris is in love with his neighbor but is terribly shy and doesn’t 
know how to tell her how he feels! That is when a talking crow, 
Odilon, comes to his rescue. Open Heart is a tale told from four 
points of view—that of an old man in love, a talking bird, a curious, 
daring little boy and a young girl on the lookout for a new heart. 

Supernova series • 15 x 22 cm • 160 pages • 9+
THE STaRS aRE DyING IN THE Sky  

Benjamin Lesage

Jack is passionate about the stars. As a child, he saw one 
disappear from the night skies and understood that, like everything 
in the universe, stars age with the passing of time and ultimately 
die. During his studies, he begins searching for a way to stop 
time. Like a 21st-century Jules Verne, Benjamin Lesage shapes a 
singular scientific universe full of poetry and humour. 

Ultraviolet series • 15 x 22 cm • 224 pages • 13+

ULTRavIOLET, FICTION FOR REaDERS aGED 13+ 
Using incisive language and meticulously crafted realities, those authors 

master the art of luring readers away to distant or imaginary places.

DON’T EvEN THING abOUT IT!
Élisabeth Brami

Twelve-year-old  Marieke feels like her childhood is coming to an 
end and is filled with regret. For her, life is an uninterrupted series 
of disappointments, with the adults around her continually failing 
her. As summer comes to an end and she realizes that nothing will 
ever be the same again, she comes to understand that if she wants 
to be free, it is up to her to take charge of her own life.

 Supernova series • 15 x 22 cm • 160 pages • 9+

CORENTINO  

                                                  Benjamin Lesage

Benjamin Lesage transports readers to Colombia in the footsteps 
of the novel’s main character, a young man hoping to start a new 
life. Inspired by real events, the captivating story and the manner 
in which it is told ring achingly true, and Corentino’s emotions and 
struggles resonate deeply. 

  Ultraviolet series • 15 x 22 cm • 208 pages  • 13+

OLD SOUL  

                                                  Nancy Guilbert

Old Soul is a remarkably crafted novel in which everything seems 
to flow naturally. As the stories of Fern, Will, Emma and Mahikan 
unfold, Old Soul explores questions of parenting, family, violence, 
nature, respect and friendship in striking ways. Its exploration 
of a wide variety of issues from many different angles is indeed 
exceptional, and the struggles of its four protagonists to regain 
control of their destinies are an ode to courage, love and liberty.             

    Ultraviolet series • 15 x 22 cm • 400 pages • 13+
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